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I Semester B.Sc. Examinationn ApriUMay 2021
(CBCS) (Fresh + Repeaters)
(2016 -2A17 and Onwards)

PHYSICS - I
Mechanics - l, Heat and Thermodynamics - |

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 70

lnstructions : a) Answer any five questions from each Part.
b) Non-programmable scientific calculators are allowed.

PART - A

Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries eight marks. (5x8=40)

1. a) Write the laws of friction.

b) Obtain an expre$sion for the acceleration of a body sliding down a rough
inclined plane. (2+6)

2. Obtain expressions for the radial and transverse components of velocity and
acceleration of a particle moving along a curve in a plane. I

3. a) Define the center of mass of a system of particles.

b) Derive Newton:s second law of motion for a system of particles. (2+6)

4. a) Define solar constant.

b) Describe the experimental method of determination of solar constant using
Annctrnrn'S pyrheliOnneter. (2+6),  r r  r v v r r  v r .  t

5. Obtain an expression for pressure exerted by gas molecules on the basis of
kinetic theory of gases. I

6. a) Define the gritical temperature of a real gas.

b) Derive the expressions for the critical constants, V6 and T6, in terms of the
Van der Waals'constants, 'a' and 'b'. (2+6)

P,T.O.
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b) Obtain an expression for the acceleration of a body sliding down a rough
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3. a) Define the center of mass of a system of particles.
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4. a\ Define solar constant.

b) Describe the experimental method of determination of solar constant using
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5. Obtain an expression for pressure exeded by gas molecules on the basis of
kinetic theory of gases. I

6. a) Define the critical temperature of a real gas.

b) Derive the bxpressions for the critical constants, V6 and T6, in terms of the
Van der Waals' constants, 'a' and 'b'. (2+61
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7' a) $tate and explain the first law of thermodynamics, giving its significance.
b) Derive an expression for the work done by an ideal gas during an adiabaticprocess. --.-. 'v 

$+4)
8' Derive an expression for the change in entropy of an ideal gas in terms of

a) Temperature and volume
b) Temperature and pressure.

PART - B
solve any five of the foilowing probrems. Each carries four marks.

(4+4)

(5x4=20)

-2-

9' A sphere of mass I *.] o "t kg moving vertically downward in a resistive mediumhas a terminal velocity of o.bs ms-1- and the drag coefficient is 0.6. calculatethe time constant and the time taken by the *pnri"r 6 r"ac['il% of its terminalsBeed. Assume the resistive foree is proportionat to its o.io.itl,
10' Calculate the time pgriod-of a satellite orbiting earth from given dataG = 6.7 x 10-11 Nmz kg-2, ME = 6 x loro 6;he = 6400 d;;-tr = i'.iog x 10s km.
11' A rocket of 

T3*: :-9?,0 t g is fired vertically upward. The exhaust vetociry of rhefuel is 3 kms-1 and the rate of consumption ot the fuet is so [gs;. cJl"ilri,the rockets initial upward acceleration. i

12' Determine the temperatur-e at which a blackbody losses thermal energy persecond equal to 104 wm-Z, given stefans'constant = 5.67 x 10-E wm- 2 K- 4.
13" The mcan fr.e_e pa.th,of Nr-at2TgKand one atmeisBherie Bressure is g x 10_Bm=calculate the number olf nitrogen motecurer pJr *ul iiin.=Jirreter of themolecule is 0.2 A.

14' The average speed oI a gas molecule is 400 m.s-1. calculate the coefficient ofviscosity of the gas, if its density is 1 .25 t<gm- c a;;il;;. o.,n of rhe gasmolecule is 9 x 10-8 m.

15' one mole o{ ?l ideal gas is maintbined at 0'c during an expansion from3 m3 to 1o nn3. How muc[ work is oone ny *. b;- during this expansion ? GivenR = 8.314 JK-1moF1 
,

16' Determine the-efficiency of a carnot heat engine working between thetemperatures 1 Z7"C and 2ToC.
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PART - C
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Answer any five of the following questions. Each question canies two marks. (5x2=10)
17 ' a) ls it better.for a cricket player to lower his hands as he catches a cricket ballthat is falting from a great height ? Why ?

b) ls the speed of a planet the same at all points in its orbit around the sun ?Explain.

c) Can the center of mass of a body lie where there is absolutely no mass ?Explain.
d) what is the wgrk 9o|9 b,v an object in uniform linear motion 

"i " 
,on.*"r,veiocity on a absoruteiy frictionress surface ? why ?

e) why gas laws are not applicable comptetely at a low temperature and highpressure ?
f) ts Co greater than Gu ? Why ?
g) Explain why a diesel engine is preferred to an otto engine.
h) Does the entropy of the universe always increase ? why ?


